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How Did We Get Here?In the early 2000’s, the Progressive Conservative government began work to develop a more inclusive learning culture in Alberta schools. Because of this initial work, it was clear Alberta’s curricula needed a major overhaul. Consequently Education Minister Dave Hancock began his $140 million project by launching “Inspiring Education” in 2008.  Thousands of Albertans of all ages and all walks of life met to give input about current and future curriculum.  When Hancock became interim Premier in 2011, Thomas Lukaszuk and Jeff Johnson became Ministers of Education in quick succession, and kept the work going, beginning with the Ministerial Order on Student Learning.  The PCs were getting very close to launching new courses in 2014.  However, in 2015, along came Jim Prentice and Education Minister, Gordon Dirks. They chose to have the Inspiring Ed. project re-examined which led to a full stop in work.  The NDP subsequently won the 2015 election and under Education Minister Eggen, the development of curriculum was resumed and the rest, as we say, is history.The current government is now rolling out their version of the new curriculum, with six subjects to be developed at a time.  New curricula will be ready for kindergarten to Grade 4 in late 2018; for Grades 5 to 8 by 2019; and for high school from 2020 to 2022.  
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Our Current “KSA” Curriculum
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Current curriculum is based on knowledge, skills, and attitudes (KSA).It features a two-dimensional design; emphasizes coverage of content knowledge that students learn (facts) and specific strategies and skills that students perform (skills).Knowing is a primary goal and endpoint in itself. Verbs within learning outcomes direct students  from a behaviouristic lens.Note that the verbs that exist within learning outcomes have a particular purpose—to direct students to do something while engaging with facts. This structure of learning outcomes lends itself well to being assessed through traditional standardized means.



Why The Need to Shift?
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The current curriculum is between eight and 35 years old. Some material predates the introduction of the internet.“Broad and not deep”... overloaded with content and expectationsMore relevance and rigour requiredOpportunities needed for interdisciplinary teaching and learningMore emphasis required on higher-level thinking skills, such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, as students apply concepts to other contextsGreater latitude required for teachers’ professional judgement and local decision making based on students’ needs and local context
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And most importantly, it is critical we prepare students to successfully function in a world we can only imagine…Recent conference keynote stated that for our students in ECS, 95% of the jobs that they will have upon graduating post-secondary, don’t exist today.“Hey Google” - “Hey Siri” - “
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Concept -Based Curriculum:

Shifting From Learning to Understanding
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The decision was made to adapt a “Concept-Based” framework for a new Alberta curriculum for these reasons:Looking at the work of Ritchhart, Morisson, Church, Wiggins & McTighe, Birbilli, Jonassen, Lanning, French, and Erickson, there is an agreement that understanding is a primary goal of teaching. However, Ritchhart et al go one step further in deconstructing the widespread misconception that understanding is a prerequisite to other forms of “higher order thinking” (application, analysis, synthesis, evaluate), as was outlined in the 1956 work of Benjamin Bloom. Ritchhart et al assert that understanding comes about as a result of applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating. They also note that, in and of itself, understanding is not a type of thinking per se; rather it is an outcome of thinking. They contend that understanding is not a singular activity, but comes about as a result of an amalgamation of activities related to thinking. Ultimately, understanding is seen as a primary goal of thinking.If we are to pursue understanding as a primary goal of teaching and as a primary goal of learning, the need for curricular depth becomes clearer. The element of depth is critically important to the development of competencies and to the development of understanding.This deeper learning helps students to…think about facts in a relevant and personally engaging way through conceptsapply their learning in meaningful waysbuild an understanding of how knowledge has been constructed within a particular topic or disciplinemake connections to prior knowledgego beyond rote and surface learning. (A student may memorize a procedure or a formula, but may not understand the underlying principle).go beyond passively receiving content by involving them actively in developing and explaining their knowledgebe assessed beyond their abilities to recall specific contentprocess facts and skills at a deeper intellectual level as they relate the facts, strategies, and skills to key concepts. increase fluency with language as students explain and support their deeper understanding with factual informationLanning (2013) contends that a concept-based curriculum design addressed this third dimension of conceptual understanding.“When students understand, they are able to better retain and transfer their learning.” (Lanning, 2013).
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We arrived at “Concept Based Curriculum”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdXH53EorFo
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Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes Concept -based

Is based primarily on topics, skills, and facts. Focuses on the transfer of the important conceptual ideas of 
a discipline.

Content focuses on facts that are often isolated 
and disconnected. Knowledge is fragmented.

Concept -based focuses on making sense of facts and the 
world around us. Knowledge is presented as a “whole.” 
Understand the relationship between individual facts, 
principles, or generalizations.

Verbs are used to tell students what to know or 
do.

Concept -based is a thinking curriculum. The verb describes 
the ways through which we come to understand the 
concept.

Represents a two -dimensional design model that 
includes process and content knowledge.

Has a third dimension –conceptual understanding.

Content -based teaching may not get beyond the 
transmission of superficial learning.

Concept -based curriculum focuses on critical concepts and 
processes students will be able to transfer to new situations.

Asks teachers to cover long lists of content and 
skill objectives … but knowledge expands 
exponentially and there is not enough time to 
cover everything. Simply covering information 
does not result in deep understanding.

Key concepts (ideas) of a discipline become the “drivers” for 
learning, leading students to deeper understandings that 
transfer across different situations.
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A concept-based curriculum raises the bar for curriculum design, instruction, and assessment.  When key concepts and conceptual ideas of a discipline become the “drivers” for learning, we lead students to deeper understandings that transfer across different situations. Foundation skill and critical content knowledge (facts) are still important components of a concept-based curriculum; however, the inclusion of concepts leverages student thinking and the retention of learning by bringing relevance to learning the skills and facts. 



Use charts to explain your ideas

GrayWhite Black
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One of the big ideas of the subject/across subjects, K -12

Derived from the EU and frame LO(s) for the grade

What students are expected to know, understand, be able to do and put into action after planned 
learning experiences

What students should know and understand to achieve the learning outcome

What students should be able to do to achieve the Learning Outcome

Competencies, Literacy, and Numeracy
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Following is an example of how the new architecture and design is played out.  (Note to presenter: This is an animated slide that gradually reveals each layer of the architecture and design each time you advance the slide).New provincial curriculum includes common elements:Essential Understandings, or big ideas, are broad statements that endure over time and are of value to self, society, and to the subject(s).  As such, they frame the significance of the learning.  Essential Understandings span more than one grade level and, in some instances, span more than one subject.Guiding Questions are the next point of entry to frame the learning outcome.  These questions are designed to be open-ended, and to provoke and sustain student inquiry.  Learning Outcomes are what students are expected to know, understand, and be able to do in each subject and grade.  It is through the learning outcome that students are developing competencies, literacy, and numeracy.Conceptual Knowledge outlines what students need to know and understand to achieve the learning outcome.Procedural Knowledge outlines what students need to be able to do to achieve the learning outcome.



What About “The Basics”?
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A concept-based curriculum allows students to STILL get at the “basics” that are important to some Albertans.By selecting the “must have” concepts and procedures that are drawn from each discipline that contribute to each subject, we are cutting back on the breadth of new curriculum and allowing for more depth.  Because concepts are larger units of knowledge than isolated facts, this also allows for less breadth and more depth.  As students begin to transfer their understanding of concepts and procedures to different contexts, and as they begin to make connections between concepts, their learning will continue to deepen. Concept-based curriculum does not ignore the importance of facts, but goes beyond that to bring new attention to the layers of understanding and doing. There is also a recognition that there is a need to balance the knowing, understanding, and doing that are required to meet each learning outcome.
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Capacity and Readiness
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We know our capacity to implement the curriculum exists- our focus is now on readiness.  How are we getting ready to implement this historic shift in our work?  Consider:This will affect every student, teacher, support staff member, parent, divisional leader, and community memberEvery resource we use, every subject we teach, every assessment we give will be impactedTeachers and leaders will need time to learn and prepare



Timelines
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Year 1 - Preparatory Phase	K-4 = January - August 2019	5-9 = September 2019 - August 2020	10-12 = September 2020 - August 2022Year 2 - Early Implementation Phase	K-4 = September 2019 - August 2020	5-9 = September 2020 - August 2021	10-12 = September 2021 - August 2023Year 3 - Full Provincial Implementation	K-4 = September 2020	5-9 = September 2021	10-12 = September 2022 to September 2024
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As of January 16, 2019, the Alberta Government stated that they will identify and confirm field-test participants in May 2019.  Currently, EIPS does not know whether or not we will be a part of the field test process.Between January and April, Alberta Education is working on creating a resource catalog to define and communicate guidelines for resource development and selection.  The government’s plan is to release a catalogue of resources in May.  Work is currently being completed to review the existing resources that align with the K-4 curriculum.  This work is scheduled to be completed by May.  Initial belief is that up to 70% of current resources will align with the new curriculum.
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Division Wide Focus
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Work in central needs to align and support this work or we won’t do it - unless it is a necessity  (ex.  We have to have digital records moving forward).Executive TeamMinimizing number of additional changes we’re making- curriculum is the priorityReinforce messages that it’sThe entire divisionThe “why” is at the forefrontKeep momentum, keep the pulse of the changeTalk about the timeline and additional responsibilitiesRecognition from all departments this is 10+ years and possible shift in an allocation of resources, instructionWe have to be deliberate making it as a forefront issue in CLT as well as schools and departments CalendarManaging expectations of the BoardCommunicationsDevelop a communication plan - comprehensive plan for all grade levels and departmentsEnsuring that people know that something is “coming off the table” as we focus on curriculumParents - how are we educating our parents on the shiftSchool won’t look the same as it did for themSite where all the documents are stored - one stop shopping.  Timelines, resources, working groups, professional learning for staff to access - led by communications - professionalFacilitiesLearning spaces, replacement schools, labs, etc. need to be planned with the shift in the teaching and learning environmentFacilities will need to work alongside SFS to know the changesCreate and maintain standardsFinanceResourcesRelease timeCollaborationBringing in expertsTraining of our own staffBudgeting allocating philosophies alignedConsidering LSA and in year funding modelsHuman ResourcesNew hires need to have a skill set Increase sub pool with need for more training daysChange in interview questionsContact with University training programsPGPs- expect that curriculum is a goalHiring timelines- need to hire earlierLead teachers… time and $$Information TechnologiesStandards in terms of student and staff access to technologyNeed for AV suites as standard devicesLinks to evergreeningProcess for implementing new technologies for the shift to concept basedReport cards will need to be modifiedPowerSchool alignment must continueNeed for another educator within ITEnsure robust connectivity in all schoolsSupport for StudentsRealignment of all our work to the implementation of curriculumNot lose the literacy and numeracy focusLook at consultant roles to ensure we’re covering all needsMoving from coaching and providing feedback to collaborative planningWorking with groups of teachers vs individual teachersInitial focus on planning and assessmentManaging the changeRealigning our department structureConsultants, directors, etc.Shift the service delivery focus offered to schoolsCommunicationAll learners are included in this modelFramework of UBD (Understanding by Design)TransportationSchool Messenger used as a communication toolMore field trips 
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Questions
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How can we help your readiness for implementing the new curriculum?	Questions or need information: Contact Ryan Marshall at 8289Consideration:  As you leave consider what is your staff’s readiness and what might your next step be at your individual school.
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